**The Great American Liver Show**

*Character 1 & 2 are kids at a park, siblings? friends? character 2 is older*

**Character #2:** (Annoyed) Hey quit it…you know you’re gonna probably make me drop my phone.

**Character #1:** Y que?

**Character #2:** I just don’t want anything to happen to my phone. Because then I won't know what is happening on the news or my shows. You know?

**Character #1:** I’m sorry, I didn't mean to upset you. I was just kidding.

**Character #2:** I know but you play too much. And if I ever didn’t have my phone, how would I ever know if Jlo and A-rod are gonna ever get back together.

**Character #1:** What’s a Jlo? And what the heck is A-Rod? Are you watching those Telenovelas again?

**Character #2:** The people on the phone are my friends and since I don’t have too many in real life, this seems like a pretty safe option.

**Character #1:** So what am i Chopped liver?

**Character #2:** What's chopped Liver?

**Character #1:** You know, I don’t really know.

**Character #2:** What I was trying to say was without my digital life…Who am I? *(Dramatic Pause)* Yes I don't know either. But to be honest, as the great freddie mercury once said *(Acting dramatically in a freddie mercury type fashion)*, “Nothing really matters to me”.

**Character #1:** Very Nice. But Something is missing *(looking through backpack)*

**Character #2:** What?

**Character #1:** One of These *(The Card is of great significance.)*

**Character #2:** Is that what I think it is? *(Grabs Card)* IT IS!

**Character #1 & #2:** *(Exclaiming!)* Sandra Lindsey!

**Character #2:** Sandra Lindsay, the first person in the United States to be vaccinated against the coronavirus.

**Character #1:** I would do anything to be that brave.
Character #2: Despite all her criticism on the internet, she persevered.

Character #1 & #2: (Deep Sigh)

Character #2:
“She also said she knew that the single act of receiving the vaccine won’t undo the years of racist and unethical practices people of color have experienced in the medical field, and the fear and mistrust many have developed as a result. But she still hopes to serve as a signal to those who are skeptical that it’s OK to begin trusting medicine and science.”

-The New York Times, Dec. 14, 2021-

Character #1: I heard she even got a medal from the president!

Character #1 & #2: Medal from the President! (Air Guitar Miming)

Character #1: I guess I just don’t understand why this is so difficult for people to understand?

Character #2: Right, I agree! Why…just the other day I got into a disagreement with auntie about getting the vaccine. Ya know she is “Immunocompromised”…you know what she said to me?

Character #1: What?

Character #2: Freedom Ain't Free. Period.

Character #1: What does this have to do with “Freedom”

Character #2: Exactly like, how do you think they got to the moon? With Freedom? No! Science!

Character #1: Yes Science.

Character #2: I heard Uncle Miguel, who, as you know, is an engineer, once say that you should always, “Let Science be your North Star”

Character #1: What’s a North Star?

Character #2: Our Ancestors used this star to navigate over land and sea.

Character #1: So what you are saying is that our ancestors usta navigate the world with the stars?

Character #2: That’s exactly what I am saying.

CH1: Well, I guess we were meant to be friends. (they share a cute moment)
What doesn’t really make sense to me is why more people can’t see me in the eye.

Ch2: don’t you mean, “See eye to eye”.

CH1: That’s exactly what I meant.

CH2: Did you know an eyeball: “is the more or less globular capsule of the vertebrate eye formed by the sclera and cornea together with their contained structures.”

Ch1: wow….run that one back by me again.

Ch2: “Let science be your north star”

Ch1: Now that’s something I can understand. I just wish people could learn to disagree in a way that doesn’t…like…make people want to hurt each other. Is that too much to ask?

(New Character enters Stage Right their name is Daniel)

Daniel: Did someone say my name? I thought I heard someone say my name, I swear it! And for those of you that don’t know it…It’s Daniel.

Ch1 & Ch2: (In unison like the way they say it on the internet) Dang Daniel.

(The actors break the 4th wall here to engage the audience by getting suggestions from them to create the character of Daniel the wizard together, and explaining the rules of improv to set up the next part of the show.

Daniel is a wizard that represents the “disagree” part of “agree to disagree”.

The actors ask the audience for suggestion of experiences they have had over the last 2 years where they did not see eye to eye with someone. These stories will help Daniel take shape.

The actors also ask the audience for suggestions of what type of wizard Daniel is, where he came from, etc.

Using the audience suggestion, Character 1&2 convince Daniel that people can have differing opinions and be able to come to an “agree to disagree” place.

Once they have successfully done this, Daniel thanks them and continues with his last written line:
Daniel: Well I'd better be off. Mother is waiting for me in the car.

Ch1: Say hello to your mother for us, you know. Send our regards.

Daniel: Will do Friends

(Daniel exits)

Ch1: Well what did you learn today?

Ch2: That we can be totally different people and still agree and disagree with respect and dignity. What did you learn today?

Ch1: I think that we have more in common than we do that is different from one another.

Ch2: How so?

Ch1: I think we all want to be happy, healthy, educated, and thriving people.

Ch2: That's deep.

Ch1: But it's true. Daniel taught me that I don't have enough wizard friends and I could become narrow minded if I don't learn about more people.

Ch2: You learned all of that from Daniel.

(Starting to walk off stage)

Ch1: Sure.
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